1. Sketch a letterpress and explain how it works.


3. Screen printing is a popular printing process. Describe it? Include a list, or images of products ideal for this process.

4. With the aid of a sketch, explain lithography. Name the inks used.

5. Describe the foil blocking process. Include images of products that have been foil blocked.

6. With the aid of a diagram, explain UV varnishing.

7. Describe the commercial embossing process. Paste and describe, images of embossed products

8. Die cutters are used by the packaging industry. Describe one example of their use. Include a labelled sketch, to support your description.

9. Direct printing is one of the most important printing processes. Paste an image that represents the process.

10. Explain sublimation printing. Include images of products that have been printed in this way.

11. What is flexographic printing? List two advantages and two disadvantages of flexography.

12. Describe and sketch a web-fed printing system. Include advantages and disadvantages of this system.
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